European VAT
Regulations and Tax
Solutions
Chapter 1

As a cross-border e-commerce merchant, how much do you know about European Value Added Tax
(VAT)? For expansion into EU and selling into the European and UK consumers, you will first need to
register and obtain a VAT number, otherwise you will not be able to sell your products in the UK and EU
Stores. Now, let’s learn more about Value Added Tax (VAT) so as to help you deal with issues related to
European tax more easily!
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1. What is VAT?

VAT tax number is generally regarded as an indispensable prerequisite for selling on Amazon’s European
Stores. In this chapter, we will elaborate on what VAT is, when a VAT number is required, how to register,
and the advantages of registering a VAT number.
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There are four chapters in this course. If you wish to learn about other chapters, please look for them under
Related Topics.
* The following content is not tax, legal or any other professional advice and shall not be used for such purpose. If
you have any questions or need further details, please consult your professional advisor.
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1.1 What is European VAT?
1.1.1 Definition of European VAT
Value-added tax (VAT) is a consumption tax levied by
the EU.
It is a tax that VAT-registered traders in Europe add
to the price of the goods they sell, and pass on to the
national tax authorities when they file their tax
returns. VAT payment depends on conditions
including the company’s registration place, the VAT
threshold of European countries, and whether there
are local inventories, etc. In most European
countries/regions, you can register a VAT number on
the website of local tax authorities.

1.1.2 Definition of import VAT and sales VAT

Import VAT
Import VAT is a tax paid on goods bought in one country and imported into another. It is
specifically levied on the added value during import.
When the Seller imports goods to EU value added tax countries, the Seller needs to
provide the VAT number and pay taxes to the local tax authorities of the country where
the goods first arrive in the EU. For input tax,, import VAT can be deducted against output
tax.

Sales VAT
Sales VAT is a tax charged to the buyer by the Seller based on the purchase price of
products. It is generally calculated by multiplying the untaxed value by the local VAT rate.
As output tax, sales VAT can be deducted against input tax.
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1.1.3 Application scenarios of sales VAT/import VAT/customs duties

Register

• Register for VAT

• Submit VAT number to customs of the import country (EU) for
customs clearance

Import

• Pay customs duties and import VAT (if any)
(Import VAT = import cost * VAT rate)

Sales

• Collect sales VAT from consumers and issue VAT invoice
(Sales VAT = Sale price excluding tax * VAT rate)

• Declare and pay sales VAT

(Generally, VAT payable = Sales VAT - Import VAT)

Tax filing

• Pay VAT
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1.1.4 Standard tax rates and declaration period of European countries

Country

Country code

VAT rate

Declaration/tax payment cycle

UK

UK

20%

Quarterly

Germany

DE

19%

Monthly & yearly

France

FR

20%

Monthly

Italy

IT

22%

Monthly (quarterly also available, 1%
interest is required)

Spain

ES

21%

Quarterly & yearly

Poland

PL

23%

Monthly

Czech Republic

CZ

21%

Monthly

Netherlands

NL

21%

Quarterly

Austria

AT

20%

Monthly & quarterly

Sweden

SE

25%

Monthly & quarterly

Note: This page is generally applicable. Since European countries may modify or add new regulations or
requirements related to VAT, please pay attention to the information released by the tax bureaus of various
countries in time.
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1.2 When do you need to register and obtain a VAT number?
1.2.1 What business activities would need VAT registration?
There are many situations where you need to register and obtain a VAT number, and the followings are
examples of some common situations.
Registering and obtaining a VAT number is needed in the following conditions. For more details and
suggestions, please consult your tax advisor.

Import of goods into EU/UK:
You are located outside the EU/UK and you want to import the goods to an
EU/UK fulfillment center or overseas warehouse (customs clearance is needed); a
VAT number and EORI are required for customs clearance (for EORI details,
please consult your tax agent).

Storage of goods in the EU/UK:
Storage of goods refers to storing your products in fulfillment centers in
different EU/UK countries/regions, and moving your inventory between such
centers;
If you need to join Amazon’s FBA or PAN-EU, which allows Amazon to distribute
your products in the designated EU Stores), you need to register and obtain a
VAT tax number in each country/region where your inventory is stored.
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What is changing?
From 1 July 2021, Amazon will collect VAT on the following sales of goods delivered to
B2C customers in the EU ordered through any Amazon store where;
Goods are delivered from inventory stored outside the EU with a parcel value of up to
EUR 150 – This is referred to as the Import One-Stop Shop; or
Goods are delivered from inventory stored in the EU where you, the Selling Partner, are
not established in the EU.
When either of these supplies take place, Amazon will calculate and collect EU VAT from
the customer at checkout and remit this directly to the EU tax authorities. You will not
receive the EU VAT amount in your disbursements and will not be required to remit these
amounts to the EU tax authorities.
Amazon will not collect VAT on the sale or delivery of goods to VAT registered customers
in the EU where current VAT reporting requirements will continue to apply. You will still
be required to meet your VAT registration requirements in the EU countries in which you
hold inventory.
What should I do now?

Selling goods to EU buyers located in another EU country/region
beyond the “distance selling threshold”:
If you ship from an EU country/region to a buyer located in another EU
country/region, you need to register and obtain a VAT tax number when your
sales exceed the “distance selling threshold” for these destinations or receiving
countries/regions.

What should YOU do now?
1. Review and update your Seller Central account details
Ensure that your Seller Central account VAT details are accurate and up to date
by reviewing:
Your business address, visit the Business address page.
Your default shipping address, visit the Shipping Settings page.
Your VAT registration numbers, visit the VAT calculation settings page.
We urge you to review this information regularly to ensure it is up to date at all
times. For more information on details that need to be provided and how
Amazon uses these details for calculating VAT on your transactions and Amazon
fees, check here: (Link to the page provided by Warbler team).
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2. Review your list prices to ensure these are inclusive of VAT
Selling partners are required to provide list prices that are inclusive of all
applicable taxes, including VAT, for European storefronts. Review your pricing
settings to ensure these include applicable VAT. Check the Manage
Inventory page for more information.
3. Review and update your VAT invoicing and reporting details
Ensure that your VAT compliance processes are ready by confirming the changes
here:
Amazon VAT Transactions Report (AVTR): New attributes will be included to help
you identify where Amazon is responsible to collect and remit VAT. For further
information, check the EU VAT Ecommerce Legislation page.
VAT Calculations Report (VCR): New attributes will be included to help you
identify where Amazon is responsible to collect and remit VAT. Visit the EU VAT
Ecommerce Legislation page in case you have enrolled in this service.
VAT invoicing: You should no longer issue VAT invoices to your customers for
sales for which Amazon collects and remits EU VAT. For these sales, you will be
able to download the invoices issued by Amazon from Seller Central. Please refer
to EU VAT Ecommerce Legislation page for more details.
4. Review and update your delivery process for the Import One-Stop Shop
If you are sending products to EU customers from a non-EU location, where
Amazon has collected VAT under the Import One-Stop Shop, ensure that the
following information is provided to your logistics partner (usually your postal
operator or express carrier):
• The relevant Amazon Import One-Stop Shop (IOSS) number for the storefront
of sale;
• The intrinsic value of the consignment as assessed by Amazon at checkout
(being <= EUR 150); and
• The Amazon order ID.
Your logistics partner is responsible for presenting this information to EU
Customs so that these parcels are exempted from import VAT collection from
your customer.
This information will be provided to you within the relevant Seller Central pages
(Manage Your Orders, Order Reports) for any applicable orders. Please also see
the EU VAT Ecommerce Legislation page for more details.
If you use Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) or Merchant Shipping Services (MSS),
Amazon will communicate this information to the responsible carrier and
prepopulate any customs declarations as required. No action will be required
from you.
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5. Provide confirmation of your actual ship-from address when confirming
dispatch
When you deliver goods to the customer directly, you will be required to provide
the actual Ship-from address when you confirm dispatch. In case you use orders
API to confirm dispatch, you will need to update your system to provide and
view ship-from address through the API. Visit the EU VAT Ecommerce
Legislation page for more details.
6. If you dispatch from a Non-EU location to an EU location, please make sure
to send each order received from your customer in a separate single delivery
When you deliver goods to the customer directly, send each order received
under a single order number from your customer in a separate single delivery.
For your units that are under Fulfillment by Amazon, Amazon will handle the
delivery. Please visit the EU VAT Ecommerce Legislation page for more details.
7. Please be aware that orders fulfilled directly by selling partners for
delivery to France from a location outside the EU will be limited to EUR 150
per order
From 1 July 2021, due to a related change in French VAT rules, Amazon will limit
orders fulfilled directly by selling partners for delivery to France from a
location outside the EU to orders valued up to EUR 150. Customers will not be
able to place orders for delivery to France above EUR 150. We will continue to
facilitate all orders from inventory stored within the EU to customers located in
France. Please visit the EU VAT Ecommerce Legislation page for more details.
8. I am a selling partner established within the EU. What is changing for me in
addition to the above-mentioned Import One-Stop Shop legislation?
The existing thresholds for distance sales of goods within the EU will be
abolished and replaced by a new EU-wide threshold of EUR 10,000. This will not
be applicable to sales performed from a different country than your country of
establishment or to any sales where Amazon is required to collect and remit the
VAT.
The EU will also introduce an optional VAT reporting procedure called Union
One-Stop Shop. This simplified reporting procedure enables EU-established
selling partners to report VAT on their distance sales throughout the EU under a
single VAT filing in their home member state.
We will send a separate email with further information on these changes for EU
established selling partners.
Note that the changes above may not alter your VAT registration obligations in
the EU. Refer to our dedicated VAT education pages to understand more about
your VAT obligations. If you need help with VAT registration and filing in
Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Poland, the Czech Republic, and the UK, visit VAT
Services on Amazon to sign up today.
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Where can I find this IOSS Number?
The applicable IOSS number may vary according to the region for the storefront of the
customer order. Please ensure you provide the correct IOSS number as indicated by
Amazon. This number can be found here. (How should I prepare > If you're established
outside EU > Additional Information)
Region Storefront(s) IOSS Number Europe
Amazon.co.uk | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.de | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.es IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.fr | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.it | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.nl | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.pl | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.se | IM4420001201 | Europe
Amazon.com | IM4420001234 | US
Amazon.ca | IM4420001223 | Canada
Amazon.co.jp | IM4420001008 | Japan
What should I do now?

If you use Fulfilled by Amazon (FBA) or buy shipping from Amazon (through Merchant
Shipping Services (MSS), Amazon will communicate this information to the responsible
carrier or prepopulate any required customs documentation.
Provide confirmation of your actual ship-from address when confirming shipment.
Where you ship goods to the customer directly, you will be required to provide the
actual Ship-from address when you confirm shipment through the Confirm Shipment
page on Seller Central, Shipping Confirmation Template, or Order APIs. In case you use
Orders API to confirm shipment, you will need to update your system to provide and view
Ship-from address through the API.

Submitting your IOSS/IEN number to your VAT Vendor

Your VAT Vendors may also request for an Import Entry Number (IEN) from you. Both
IEN and IOSS numbers are referring to the same number and steps to find this
number can be found in this email above.
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1.2.2 Reference table of distance selling threshold
Distance selling refers to the Sellers whose company is registered in the EU sale goods from one EU country to
buyers in another EU country. Generally speaking, these buyers are individuals who are not engaged in any
commercial activities and are not required to pay VAT.
“Distance selling threshold” refers to the amount set in Euro by European countries. If the sales of your goods
shipped from one country/region to another country/region exceeds the distance selling threshold of that
country/region, you must register and obtain VAT in that country/region, and you are responsible for filing, collecting
and paying VAT in that country/region.(After the withholding and payment is executed, the seller can also choose to
register IOSS in the shipping country).
The distance selling threshold is not your total sales in European countries. Each European country/region has its
own distance selling threshold, which has been adjusted to €10,000 after July 1. Please consult with the taxation
departments of the country/region where your store is located to learn about the distance selling threshold.
Please refer to the table below for distance selling thresholds related to your VAT payment in each EU
country/region.
Note: Since it takes time to register and obtain a tax number, please arrange the registration before exceeding the
remote sales threshold.

Country

Country code

Distance Selling Threshold

Germany

DE

€ 10,000

France

FR

€ 10,000

Italy

IT

€ 10,000

Spain

ES

€ 10,000

Poland

PL

€ 10,000

Czech Republic

CZ

€ 10,000

Netherlands

NL

€ 10,000

Austria

AT

€ 10,000

Sweden

SE

€ 10,000
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1.2.3 Route for submission of tax number on the Seller Central
Please log on to Seller Central and submit the tax number according to the following instructions:
• Step 1: Click "Settings > Tax Settings > Add VAT Numbers";

Sample for reference

• Step 2: click “Add a VAT/GST registration number”.

Sample for reference
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1.3 How to apply for a VAT number?
VAT number is essential for Sellers of EU and UK mrketplaces, but do you know how to apply for a VAT
number? Here is the process on how you can apply for a VAT number.
First selrs need to pprovide the relevant documentation requested by the VAT tax agent, who submits them to
the tax bureau to apply for the VAT number. If the materials are found unqualified under review, the Seller
needs to apply again. After completing the above steps, the E-cert will be provided to you with an offcial tax
number after it is procesed by the tax bureau.

Seller

Submit the materials to the tax agent

E-Certificate with official tax number
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After understanding how to apply for a VAT number, let’s turn to materials to provide for review, here are the
additional documents for review. Each requirement varies from country to country.

Identity
document of
POA
legal
documents
representative
(Passport)

Screenshot
of
platform
account
informatio
n

64-8
documents

Original
Apostille
certificates

Corresponding
exporting country

Business
license

UK

√

√

√

√

√

×

Germany

√

√

√

√

×

×

Italy

√

√

√

√

×

×

France

√

√

√

√

×

×

Spain

√

√

√

√

×

√

Czech Republic

√

√

√

√

×

×

Poland

√

√

√

√

×

×

Austria

√

√

√

√

×

×

Note: This page is generally applicable. Since European countries may modify or add new regulations or
requirements related to VAT, please pay attention to the information released by the tax bureaus of various
countries in time.
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1.4 Benefits of VAT compliance to your European business
Timely completion of VAT compliance ensures the tax compliance and safety of account, and in addition, it
speeds up your access to FBA and PAN-EU quickly. Furthermore, you can also access VAT calculation services
(VCS) to reduce the defect rate of invoices.
1.4.1 Complete VAT compliance in advance - Foundation for ensuring safety of your account
• De-risk tax issue that affect EU business and minimize loss

• Avoid sales in UK/Germany/France Stores from being affected due to absence of
tax number;
• Avoid incurring additional cost and efforts on tax audit;

• Avoid missing sales opportunity during peak season due to tax issues.

• Be compliant

• Plan ahead for compliance with regulations in an ever-changing EU market;

1.4.2 EU VAT number - Ticket to FBA
• Entering warehouse as early as possible

• Submit VAT number and Seller can immediately ship to that country's FBA. Timely
response matters a lot in market!
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• Fast delivery:

• Use EU FBA for faster last-leg fulfillment, better buyer experience and customer
reviews;

• Activate European Distribution Network (EFN): You need only to store inventory
in an EU country, obtain that country’s VAT number and the inventory in that
country can be used to fulfill orders from other europe Stores

• Greater exposure:

• FBA products are eligible for Prime badge and can attract millions of buyers;

• Use FBA to improve opportunity for products to receive Deals recommendation;

• Higher chance to win Golden BuyBox;

• Increase exposure for product with chance for it to be best-seller.
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1.4.3 Submit two EU tax numbers and join PAN-EU to achieve multi-country fulfillment in EU with lower
fulfillment cost
• Lower cost:

• You do not need to bear fees for allocating products among countries with
inventory;

• Lower fulfillment cost, with potential to save up to 53% of such cost;

• Greater room for profit can elevate product's price competitiveness.

• Flexible storage:

• Amazon allocates and stores the products based on projected buyer’s demand in
the country for which you choose to store inventory;

• Simplified operation means less worry for allocation, transfer and management of
inventory in multiple countries.
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1.4.4 Submit your VAT number to access Amazon VAT calculation service (free)
• Improve sales conversion:

• Display the “downloadable invoice/receipt” badge on the product to increase the
exposure of the product to business buyers;

• Product page shows price excluding VAT, which increases probability of obtaining
Buy Box;

• Automatic invoicing, saving time, energy and money:

• Automatic generation of VAT invoice or receipt;

• Business buyers allowed to obtain the invoice directly through their Amazon
account.
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1.4.5 How to use Amazon VAT calculation service correctly
1
Amazon’s VAT calculation service will calculate the VAT payable by the Seller in the 27 European Union (EU)
member states and the United Kingdom based on the Seller’s determined VAT calculation settings and any
relevant Seller information set during the configuration. However, Seller’s VAT payable in countries/regions
outside the EU and the UK will not be counted, thereby helping to reduce the defect rate of invoices. You can
also click here, and search for “Amazon Business 3.7-European VAT Calculation Service VCS” by following the
route prompts, for more related information.
• Step 1: Submit VAT number
Log into Amazon Seller Central for Europe, click Settings > Tax settings > Add VAT numbers;

Sample for reference

Sample for reference

1. Amazon Value Added Tax Calculation Service: VCS for short, VAT Calculation Service is a free tool launched by Amazon for Sellers to help
business Sellers improve sales and operational efficiency.
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• Step 2: VAT Calculation Service (VCS)
Click “Settings”> “Account Info”, and click “VAT calculation settings” in the tax settings to access the
VAT calculation service;

Sample for reference

• Step 3: Complete VAT calculation settings on Seller Central
Select “Free-of-charge automated invoicing service”> “Agree to activate the service”, and Amazon
will automatically create it on your behalf to reduce the defect rate of invoices.

Sample for reference

(Figure 1)
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Sample for reference

(Figure 2)
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1.4.6 Submit the tax number of the UK and EU to ensure a clear and smooth process in UK and EU continues
after Brexit
• Lack of tax number in the UK or EU- obstacles to business:

• Unable to transport, import and export goods across the
UK/EU border;
• Inventory cannot be made in the UK/EU;

• UK and EU orders subject to restrictions.

• With tax number in the UK and EU- smooth business realized:

• For cross-border transportation of goods in the UK and
other EU countries/regions

• Dividing up the inventory and send it to the UK and EU;

• Ensures sales in the UK and EU.
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Related Topics
European VAT Regulations and Tax Solutions
• What is VAT?
• Introduction to VAT Regulations in European Countries
• How to ensure VAT compliance?
• VAT solutions
Paths: Amazon Seller Central > Performance > Seller University > Search course name
Quick links: Amazon Seller University North America Stores, Europe Stores, Japan Store

Learn more about Amazon VAT:
• Learn about VAT regulations now? Search for “VAT regulations”
• Want to achieve VAT compliance? Search “How to ensure VAT compliance”
• What do you know about VAT Services on Amazon ? Search for "VAT solutions”
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Learning Feedback
If you found the content covered to be helpful for you, please light up the “
of the page to give your feedback, thank you!
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